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The latest estimates are that approximately 34% of adults and 15–20% of children and 

adolescents in the U.S. are obese. 

The world, now more than ever, needs your help.

Those who say personal training is ‘dying’ are wrong, as it remains the most e ective method 

of helping people through exercise and nutrition.

The problem I can see is in the actual business model that most 1-1 trainers use.

It’s cash for time.

Exchanging cash for time is self-sabotage.Exchanging cash for time is self-sabotage.

(Let that sink in for a second ..)

There are only so many hours in a day, and once you fill them up, your daily earnings are 

quickly capped. 

Sure, you can keep pushing your prices up, but people will only pay so much.

It's o cial ..

"WE'RE LIVING IN AN OBESITY EPIDEMIC"
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You could also add more working hours to your day, but life will suck pretty soon.

Right now, you can only help a very limited number of people.

You're doing your bit for the epidemic, but it's having little impact. 

To combat all of this, I highly recommend creating a simple yet very e ective new income 

stream.

To do this ..

Now you can help more people worldwide, leverage your time and do it all from the comfort of 

your home each day.

Ultimately, you can now do the things you want, you can make a more significant dierence, 

and you can live a lifestyle you deserve.

It's likely you already know this so I'll spare you the spiel.

But here lies the problem ..

Despite most trainers having vast amounts of knowledge and interest in what they do, this Despite most trainers having vast amounts of knowledge and interest in what they do, this 

doesn’t mean that they can create the online fitness business that they truly want.

That’s because most online personal trainers do not know how to ‘create a customer.’

By understanding the power of a ‘sales funnel,’ you will be able to create online customers from 

people who never even knew you existed, and those sitting on the fence.

Powerful stu  ..

Below I reveal the most Below I reveal the most e ective and proven formula for making your first $1000 (and beyond) 

from online personal training.

You’re going to learn how to e ciently create a simple online sales funnel to drive more tra c 

and leads to your site, and convert those leads into clients.

YOU NEED TO HARNESS THE POWER OF THE ONLINE WORLD. 
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We’ll be looking at ways you can increase tra c and leads for your online program and 

optimize your sales process.

More tra c and more leads means more clients!

After working with hundreds of trainers now, I realized that you needed to know the 80/20 of 

how to quickly make money with online personal training.

No flu  – no BS – no complicated software or tech headaches.

And best of all, if you’re stuck on time, this is super quick to implement.

This is the 20% that will have the single most significant impact on making your first dollars 

from online personal training.  

And since this training was released into the Masterclass some months ago, a lot of our And since this training was released into the Masterclass some months ago, a lot of our 

members have gone on to make their first $1000 and beyond with this (see below) – so it works, 

it’s proven, and I know it can work for you too ..
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Since this training is so e ective, it comes with a word of warning:

You must fully commit to providing the product or service that the client has paid for.

You want them to enjoy and have success working with you or from your product.

By doing this, you can create a loyal fan who will not only refer new customers to you but also 

becomes a frequent customer themselves.

Essentially you can create more sales without the need of the sales funnel, by just looking after Essentially you can create more sales without the need of the sales funnel, by just looking after 

your existing clients.

Remember ..

This isn’t just made up theory; this is the exact process that Masterclass member Gary used to 

generate £1125 ($1520) from his first online personal training clients (with just one single 

Facebook post). 

A WORD OF WARNING
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You in?

Meet Gary Hill; he’s our case study for this guide:

Gary made £1125 ($1565) from one single Facebook post.

(I'll show you the exact post very soon .. it's a doozy)

He instantly sold out his new online coaching program. 

He became fully booked.

1 .    Traditional personal training (o ine coaching) is a cash for time business 

model that leads to burn out.

2 .    Online personal training is the answer to FINALLY achieving the career in 

health & fitness that you want.  

3.     Any trainer or coach can now start online personal training (but it may 

not be for everyone).

SUBTEXTS

WHAT YOU NEED TO GET STARTED
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Gary actually used the information he got from me … and surprise surprise — it didn't take long 

and he was making money. Good money.

You see, my student Gary knew nothing about making money online…

NOTHING. NADA. ZIP.

If Gary could make $1565 from one post in such a short time — then surely it's possible for you 

to do something similar ..

.. if you follow what I say on the coming pages.

I figure if you can do that — then scaling to $3000 … then $5000  … and even then to $10,000 — I figure if you can do that — then scaling to $3000 … then $5000  … and even then to $10,000 — 

is just a matter of rinsing and repeating.

Then your inbox can also look like Gary's: 

This is entirely possible, and I’m going to show you exactly how he did this.

If Gary can do it, so can you.

Here are the exact steps you need to follow...
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THIS COMES FIRST.

It sets the stage.

It’s what GETS ATTENTION.

The BIG IDEA is the most important single element of your online coaching.

It will set you apart from the crowd.

These days your prospects have seen it all.

They’re smart, sophisticated and skeptical.They’re smart, sophisticated and skeptical.

An essential part of forming your big idea is knowing who your program is for and what goals it 

helps your clients achieve.

This is known as your target profile ..

STEP  - YOUR BIG IDEA

BEST

“8-week Lean Muscle 

Program for busy 

Corporate Guys”

Specific Goals + Specific 

Target

BETTER

Specific Goals

“28-day Fat loss 

kickstart challenge”

OK

Broad Goals

“Increase Fitness”

TARGET PROFILE AWARENESS 
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Here’s why this matters ..

The key to quickly gaining traction online is to, "solve one specific problem for one specific group 

of people."

A promotion that does this right will make your reader stop, take notice and want to find out 

more.

A promotion that fails to pique your reader’s interest will most likely get ignored.

Let me show you with a couple of examples ..Let me show you with a couple of examples ..

Good Example #1: Busy Mum’s who want to get their pre-baby body back and don’t have time to go 

to the gym.

Good Example #2: I help MMA fighters make weight for a fight safely, without losing performance.

Bad Example #1: People who want a six pack and lose weight (too broad).

Bad Example #2: Guys named Peter who likes Dungeons & Dragons & live in Norway (too narrow).

If niching down is new to you, then also If niching down is new to you, then also read here where I list a number of killer methods I use 

to find audiences with needs.

It might seem tedious (compared to getting a new logo or designing your website) but spending 

the time to research what your client wants will be one of the most important things you do for 

your online fitness business.

The biggest tip I can give you is this …

… instead of starting with a product in mind — like everyone does — start by identifying an … instead of starting with a product in mind — like everyone does — start by identifying an 

audience that has a specific need (solve problems).

Did you get that?

Never start with a "product" in mind … and then attempt to find an audience to sell it to. No. 

That's not the most e ective way to approach niche selection.
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Identify the audience FIRST. Find out what they are ALREADY looking for … then simply give it 

to them. Really doesn't need to be much more complicated than that. 

This consists of 4 parts:

1. Name

2. Price 

3. Duration

4. Program Resources

You need to make these four things as unique as possible.

Gary called his program the Gary called his program the "Ultimate Physique - 6 Week Hybrid Program”.

I like it.

This was Gary's first online program, so he only charged £75 per online client (NOTE: Gary has 

since doubled the price).

(If you're struggling with pricing, then check out my Pricing Like A Pro article).

If you've never created an online program before, then stick to a duration of 6-12 weeks 

initially. 

STEP  - CREATE YOUR PROGRAM

1 .    You need no prior experience to start making money online as an online personal 

trainer.

2 .    Your BIG IDEA is the single most important element of your online coaching.

3.     The key to quickly gaining traction online is to "solve one specific problem for one 

specific group of people."

SUBTEXT
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Gary made up some template workouts/meal plans that he formatted with his logo.

He will then change these around based on peoples’ preferences/abilities. 

Using templates doesn't mean cookie-cutter programs for everyone, it saves you a bunch of 

time and makes program delivery a lot easier. 

A word on your documents: make them easy to understand!

The simpler, the better.

Here’s an Here’s an example program I used successfully in my own online personal training program.

Healthy recipes have also been one of the most e ective methods of conveying my nutrition 

coaching information to online clients. 

Recipes have been the key driving force behind my client acquisition and retention strategies 

at Exceed Nutrition for years. 

Regularly publishing recipes for my blog, social media channels and clients has helped me to Regularly publishing recipes for my blog, social media channels and clients has helped me to 

become fully booked as an online coach; achieve better client results; publish a book; and 

continue to grow my audience.

You should use them too. 

https://s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/cpc3.0/Sample_Coaching_Program_EN.pdf
https://exceednutrition.com/collection-2
https://exceednutrition.com/
https://exceednutrition.com/ru-anderson-book/
https://exceednutrition.com/client-recipes-trial/


When you're launching your first program, don't wait until you have created the entire 

program.

Re-read that last line again. It’s that important.

Your goal should be to program the first week/block and then launch ASAP.

Got it?

This is the website page your clients go to see more information about your coaching program.

They can also purchase it here too.

The key here is not to get too fancy.

Fancy does not mean more sales, it usually just confuses people.

Here’s what you should include on your sales page:

#1. What is it you are o ering (provides program features)

#2. #2. Who are you (to establish authority and trust)

#3. Why can’t they live without it (link back to your big idea)

#4. When they can expect results (to show proof)

#5. A clear call to action (to buy now)

#6. A guarantee (to remove any risk)

Copy Gary and keep it simple ..

STEP  - CREATE YOUR SALES PAGE
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To make something like this you need a landing page builder.

It took Gary 5 mins to make this using Trainer Pulse's inbuilt landing page builder. (Don't worry 

you don't need any coding skills, it's all drag & drop).

If you need advanced features and budget isn't an issue, there are some great stand alone 

landing page builders you can use - Leadpages, Unbounce & Instapage are all excellent choices.

Whatever software option you choose, use a template, it will save you hours.

The content (i.e. who you’re targeting etc.) is significantly more important than making your The content (i.e. who you’re targeting etc.) is significantly more important than making your 

page look pretty. 

1 .    You must make your online program as unique as possible. 

2 .    When you're launching your first program, don't wait until you have created the 

entire program.

3.     Sales pages are key to successful online marketing. Always use a template, it will save 

you hours. 

SUBTEXT

ULTIMATE PHYSIQUE 

The ultimate 6 week hybrid training plan to 

build a strong, lean and muscular physique 

whilst improving fitness & performance.

I’ve been very selective with who I’ve o ered a I’ve been very selective with who I’ve o ered a 

place for the first run of Ultimate Physique. As 

my  first group of students, I am o ering a 50% 

discound access to the course.

SIGN UP NOW

https://exceedmasterclass.com
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This is the thing that connects your landing page builder to your bank account so you can get 

paid.

You wanna get paid, right? ;-)

There are two processors that I recommend - Stripe and PayPal. 

They both charge roughly the same amount, which is about 2.9% + 30c per transaction.

(I know, it sucks, but you're gonna have to roll with it ..)

Stripe requires a bit more tech knowledge to implement, but in my opinion, the user experience Stripe requires a bit more tech knowledge to implement, but in my opinion, the user experience 

is much higher, which means you'll sell more.

If you want an in-depth breakdown of the two providers, read this.

Setup Guides:

#1.  How to set up PayPal button

#2. How to set up Stripe payments

#3. Too hard? Find a tech guru on Fiverr

Note: Note: Trainer Pulse has 1-click Stripe integration. 

The second benefit of using a payment processor is trust: both Stripe & PayPal take security 

very seriously, which is fantastic.

The internet can be a scary place & using a trusted provider like these increases your online 

credibility.

STEP  - SETUP YOUR PAYMENT PROCESSOR 
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Online coaching software is not essential for your online coaching to work.

But it is a worthwhile tool to save you time and streamline your coaching processes.

(Remember, we're trying to build a LEVERAGED business model now)

Gary uses Trainer Pulse because it has everything he needs to run his online coaching programs.

In addition to client tracking it has: 

 - 1-click payment integration

  - Inbuilt landing page builder

 - Automated weekly client check-ins

 - Automated program delivery 

If you've made this far, then you're now ready for the last step.

And I don't say this lightly ..

I've saved the best to last ..

This is when the magic happens .. 

STEP  - USE ONLINE COACHING SOFTWARE

1 .    Decide on a payment processor and link it to your sales page.

2 .    Decide if online coaching software is required for your online program or not.  

SUBTEXT
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Now, this is where the magic happens.

Pay attention here ...

You need to carve out an engaging Facebook/Instagram post that calls out your ideal online 

client and exposes them to your big idea.

Gary has about 2000 people on his Facebook page, which gives him an advantage.

If you don't have any social following, then read this. 

Here's the exact post Gary published:Here's the exact post Gary published:

STEP  - PUBLISH YOUR FACEBOOK POST
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Pay close attention to the structure and wording of Gary’s ad.

Every sentence is serving a purpose.

You should create a post like this but change the wording.

It needs to be relevant to your big idea and ideal client.

The call to action on this post is to comment for more info.

NOTE: it does not lead directly to the sales page.

Not what I recommend. Not out the gate. That's stupid Not what I recommend. Not out the gate. That's stupid (in my opinion). That's not how to begin 

a potential long term relationship with someone.

Instead … use the initial contact to start to establish a relationship. It's your opportunity to 

build trust and rapport with them.

You do that by demonstrating value … not shoving an o er down their throat.

Reach out to them via messenger and start a conversation first.

Ask them to complete an application form or book a free phone consultation.

This is to encourage engagement.This is to encourage engagement.

Engagement drives sales.

Optimize your marketing for engagement.

Just like Gary .. 
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The image is important too.

And when I say image, I DO NOT mean a stock image! Repeat, do not use a stock image.

The right image tells a story.

It must be VERY attention-grabbing.

An image allows the reader to TELL THEIR OWN STORY and “inject” THEMSELVES into the 

narrative in their head as the hero.

The impact of a well-used image happens almost instantly. The reader will associate The impact of a well-used image happens almost instantly. The reader will associate 

themselves with a FUTURE THEM. They can see it vividly in their mind’s eye.

Think about how powerful that is. 

Gary nailed this.

(who doesn’t wanna be big and jacked ..?) ;-)
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Post this on your social media channels multiple times throughout a one-week promotion.

Follow up ASAP with every prospect.

To scale this, then start using paid advertising like Facebook ads to promote this post to a wider 

audience. 

I'm going to tie things up now…

… then give you the opportunity to join my little tribe. But more about that soon.

Let's look at that basic framework again:

Step 1: Decide on your big idea 

Step 2: Create the templates for the first week of your program

Step 3: Create a simple sales page

Step 4:Step 4: Link your sales page to your payment processor

Step 5: Post your ad on social media/email list/everywhere 

Step 6: Follow up with prospects and invite them to purchase  

This simple model forms the guts of how to make your first $1000 (and beyond) with online 

personal training.

What makes this framework so powerful is its flexibility and simplicity.

Don't get hung up with the details.

I've mentioned a few things across these five odd pages that should have your mind racing. I've mentioned a few things across these five odd pages that should have your mind racing. 

My goal was to "reframe" some of your reality about how to go about making your first dollars 

online as a fitness professional. To give you some perspective.

WHAT TO DO NOW
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I've sprinkled a number of gems within what I've written here. Read and reread these pages a 

few times and let everything I've said, sink in.

Because as you may already know, creating and running an online business is hard work. And at 

times it can even be a bit overwhelming (but luckily it's filled with awesome moments too, like the 

first time your clients tell you what a dierence you've made!).

Being held accountable by a coach who can o er their support and feedback, really can make all 

the dierence to your success. 

As can having a path to follow, so that there's no more guesswork about what you should be As can having a path to follow, so that there's no more guesswork about what you should be 

doing and focusing on as you go through the process of planning, creating, launching and 

growing your online coaching. Luckily for you, you already have my Online Toolkit to help you 

do just that.

But I couldn't find anything that o ered this all-important combination of coaching and 

training for online fitness professionals (at least in a non-sleazy way!), so I decided to create it 

myself, and thus the Exceed Masterclass was born.

LETS TAKE ACTION 
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Here’s how the Masterclass can help you:

#1. A complete business education. Our library of extensive courses provides training and 

practical advice on all aspects of planning, creating and growing your online fitness business

#2. Implementation plans. Have a meticulous, step-by-step Roadmap that leaves nothing out 

and takes nothing for granted as you implement it

#3. Coaching from yours truly.#3. Coaching from yours truly. Receive personal, private coaching and get answers from me to 

any question to ensure you're never stuck longer than you have to be

#4. Learn how to coach online. The 80/20 of what you need to do to be a confident and 

results-based online coach that sets you apart from other experts

#5. Resource center. Get full access to exclusive resources including business tools, templates 

and programs to use immediately (150+ and counting!)

#6. Tech made easy.#6. Tech made easy. Not only do I make it dead simple, but I take nothing for granted, and 

really go step-by-step to make sure you build your online business with ease. 

I’d love for you to join us so that I can better support you on your online journey. 

CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE
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1 .    You need to carve out an engaging Facebook/Instagram post that calls out your ideal 

online client and exposes them to your big idea.

2 .    Post this on your social media channels multiple times throughout a one-week 

promotion.

3.   Build an online fitness business you love, that generates predictable, recurring income 

and finally gives you the freedom and lifestyle you want with the Exceed Masterclass:

SUBTEXT

CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE
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